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The Physiological and Morphological Basis 
of Chemical Repellency 
Throughout historical times there has been contact be-
tween man and bird. Much of this contact has been beneficial 
and pleasant as the bird has furnished food, adornments and 
sport for man 9 but there has also been an element of conflict 
when the bird has destroyed or soiled something belonging to 
man. This paper deals with one phase of this element of con-
flict-= that of trying to repel the bird from a particular 
area or thingo 
It was, at one time, believed that the bird had very 
little, if any, sense of taste or smell. There is aonsid~~--
able variation in the development of the olfactory bulbs ih-
birds, the bulbs being smaller, relatively, in pass,eri.nea 
than in ducks. There appears to be no direct relationship 
.between.bulb size and olfactory power. Some birds have only 
one bulb (House Sparrow)· whereas others have two (crow). The 
debate over the olfactory power of birds has continued for a 
long period of time. Hamrum (1953) carried out several 
simple experiments and concluded that th~ Bobwhite posseli:ie 
an olfactory sense and that olfactory st+muli probably in-
fluence its choice of foodo 11 Thus it is seen that data are. 
1 
too fragmentary and contradic'Gory to warrant positive state-
ments regarding the importanae of the sense of smell in 
birds. 11 (Van Tyne and Berger, 1959 )" Based on morpholo-
gical evidence, one may assu.rne that some birds have a sense 
of smell, but research indicates this sense is probably 
poorly developed. 
The evidence that birds have a sensie of taste is ,. 
almost as controversial as that for the sense of smell. 
There are far ·fewer taste nerve fibers in birds than in 
mammals. Most birds are said to have only 40-60 taste buds.~ 
Some parrots, however, may have about 400, whereas rabbits 
have 17,000 (Van Tyne and Berger. i959)o The tS;ste bud~ 
of birds are found chiefly on the pharynx and palate. 
Taste in birds has not been studied extensively. Bob-
whites in Hamrum 1 s (1953) study appeared to have some sense 
of taste. Kare, Black and Allison (1959) found that the 
chicken.has a fairly keen sense of taste; but very different 
from that of man. The bird rejects manus well-liked honey 
and strawberry flavors but prefers butter flavored water 
above most other flavors tested. 
Realizing that birds can at least detect different 
flavors, researchers are trying to develop taste or space· 
repellents to replace the more or lesa unsuccessful deter-
rents such as scarecrows, carbide exploders, rope fire-
crackers, shotguns, etc. 
This thesis considers only taste or space repellents 
or deterrents and not those having sticky or tacky character-
isties. Hoakenyos (1J58) presents a very good discussion 
of sticky repellents and deterrents. 
Need fbr Bird Repellent Research 
Little research has been done in the field of bird 
repellents, but evidence of bi~d damage points up the need 
for such research. 
It i:s generally known that some birds create problems 
in localized areas throughout the world roosting or feed-
.,.I 
ing in certain areas. ters received from people concerned 
with bird problems usually folloihl this theme -- nwe are hav-
ing loaal problems with birds roosting C) () Q O ~ and feeding ,o. 
II "Is there a repel against birds on the market? 11 
nwe would like information on ridding buildings of birds.000 11 
Many authors have reported extensive damage by birds. 
In 1904 Beal e:stima.ted the annual loss of rice to bob-
olinks to be in excess of $2.000,000 (Beal, 1904). 
During the 1920s, starlings, red-winged blackbirds, 
grackles~ and cowbirds destroyed field corn, sweet corn, 
and grapes (Kalmba,ck,, 1928)" 
T'homas ( 1954) report;ed that sta:r"lings 'Were damaging 
grapes in one area in Australia to the amount of atlO, 000 
per annum. 
Arkansas rice grm:11ers lost tlJ!p to $1,400,000 in rice 
each year to blackbirds (Neff and Meanley, 1957). 
Gilfillon {1958) points out that at least l"'000.11000 
blackbirds in four counties in Ohio were damaging crops. 
In Africa in 1958.l' a 3,000 aore field of grain sorghum 
was consumed within one week by an African bird similar to 
our House Sparrow /Pa~ser dome]_tious (Linnaeus.27 (Hugh 
Doggett, personal communication). 
Locally, similar problems with birds are present. 
Professor Frank Davies, Oklahoma State University Agronomist, 
has stated that there is almost a 100 per cent yearly loss to 
birds of unprotected grain sorghum plots at the University 
Farm and a O - 50 per cent yearly loss at the Perkins Farm. 
This is verified by observations in the area. 
During the winter of 1959, Steele (1959) reported that 
blackbirds stripped 17 acres of maize during a 5-day period 
on the Canton Lake Public Hunting Grounds near Canton,· 
Oklahoma" 
Table VII shows the number of birds observed by this 
writer feeding in standing grain plots while making various 
visits to the plots. Figure 4 indicates the high visitation 
rate of birds to feed at a given pan plot. 
Bird damage to stored grain is very high especially at 
elevators and feed mills. 
Roosting of large flocks of birds in trees and on build~ 
ings in certain areas is highly undesirable. 
Starli'tlgs ( Sturgus _!ql._garis Linnaeus) and Ho!ll.a~ 
Sparrows are utilizing most bf the few remaining nesting 
s1tes of more desirable native species. 
If control of certain.speeiesjl wuch as Hous~ Sparrows., 
I 
Starlings and several species of the family Icterida~, is not 
found, there may be pressure brought to bear to eliminate 
these species., 
Factors to Consider in Studying Repellents 
Due to many variables apparent in field tests with an 
animal as mobile as a bird, it seems fitting to present som~ 
of the factors to be considered in a study of this kind. 
Neff and Meanley {1956) state that the optimum require-
ments for a repellent are severe and may be listed as follows. 
1. The substance must actually repel birds. 
2. It must constitute no hazard to wildlife, 
3. It must be safe for use by man both,i~ application~ 
and as a residue. 
4. It must not injure the seed or 1 plant to whioh it 
is applied., 
5. It must not be detrimental to the soil. 
60 It must not adversely affect the milling or handl-
ing of the crop, or its use for animal or human 
food. 
7. It mu~t withstand strong sunlight, rainfall, and 
other climatia conditions for a reasonable length 
of time. 
8 .. Cost must be reasonable, and application must be 
by means normally available in the average 
community. 
There are other faators that are not brought out in 
the Neff and Meanley requirement list that must also be 
considered when.wot-king With repellentso Following are some 
1,hat are discussed ih this-paper: 
1. Concentration of thE: spray. 
0 
2. Solvents~ adhesives and eniulsions that are suitable. 
for each chemicai tested. 
3. Rate of application in pan and field tests. 
4. Means of preliminary testing to eliminate chemicals 
before field testing. 
5. Means of measuring repellency. 
6. Classification of the chemical as a space or taste 
repellent. 
Problems related to these factors and to other phases 
of the. study will be discin.1.s,ed later. 
Chemical Bird Repellents an_d Deterrents of the Past 
Neff and Neanley (1956) gave such a good account of the 
past history of bird repellents that it is felt best to quote, 
-~ in part, their work rather than write another resume. 
The idea 6f applying to the seed at planting time some 
substance distasteful to the birds dates far back in agri-
cultural history. Probably farmers carried.out many experi-
ments that were never recorded. Experiment&l work has, how-
ever, been carried out by many workers. 
Most of the published reports on experimental work with 
bird repellents refer to the tr~atment of seeds; an occasion-
al projeat dealt with tbe use of repellents on vegetativ~ 
growth,. or on rip,ning orops. Generally speaking, studies of 
the use of bird r,~ellents have been intermittent, without 
continuity, directed at the solving of a specifi~ loaal 
problem. · 
P1.J.biished reports of this nature are scattered through 
the agriaultaral biological and chemical ltterature of the 
·past 150 years ....• 
The majority of past studies of bird repellents have 
been short-lived and narrow in objective, aimed at solving 
only a si.ngle local problem. Few have had suffi@iently 
long duration or breadth. of planning to permit more than 
local or temporary eonelusions ..•.• ooo 
Most of the reported studies, until very recently, 
were aimed at combating crows, pheasants, gra~kles or red-
winged blackbirds, active predators on freshly planted 
grain, pine and other seedsooooooo 
A summary of bird repellent studies is given in Table 
I~ One must remember, in analyzing the data in this table, 
that the chemicals were tested under varying conditions and 
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*This table is a sull1ill!imary of brief abstracts from tex~ of article 
by Neff and Meanly (1956). N~mes have been ~Titten just as 
published and do not necessarily conform to present d<lll.y spellingo 
GENERAL METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Problems Anticipated 
In setting up methods to-be used and procedures to 
be followed, it was necessary to anticipate certain pro-
blems to be encountered in a study of this type. In work-
ing with living organisms in their native habitats many 
variables had to be consideredj and few controls could be 
employed. One can note that when animals, plants and syn-
thetic ehemicals were used simultaneously in these studies 
the variables were multiplied. Some of the anticipated 
problems included: 
1. Method of treating grain for pan and field tests. 
2. Percentage concentration of chemical to use for 
each test.· 
3. Method of measuring repellency in pan and field 
tests. 
4. Design of a control, and means to measure un-
treated grain produced in or eaten from control. 
5. Motility of birds and its effect upon tests. 
6. Estimation of numbers of birds feeding in each 
study plot. 
7. Phytotoxioity of chemicals. 




9. Reaetion of the pirds to plots and to treated 
grain. 
lOo Size of pan and field plots. 
11. Location of plotso 
12. Weather effects upon stability and effectiveness 
of chemicals. 
Field Tests vs. Cage Tests 
After evaluating the relative merits of testing the 
chemicals in the laboratory with caged birds or on wild 
birds in the field, it was decided to field test the candi-
date repellents. Although more variables might be present-
ed in field testing, this method would save time in that 
the repellent would be more nearly ready for practical use 
if it were found to be effective. Repellents tested on 
caged birds would have to be field tested if found effec-
tive in the laboratory. 
Cage tests present many factors not normally found 
in field tests: 
1. The effects of confining the bird to a cageo 
2. The bird has no normal feeding pattern~ 
3. The bird loses its social contact with others of 
its kind. 
4. The choice of feeding areas and of foods is 
absent. 
5. The bird must ohoose between the candidate re-
pellent and a known repellent as no other food 
is available. 
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Another factor serving to favor the field tests over 
the cage tests was that prior to these tests most of the 
chemicals used had been tested with Coturnix Quail 
/C'oturnix coturnix (Linnaeusl7 in the Phillips Petroleum 
Company laboratory, Bartlesville, Oklahoma. Only those 
spewing repellency in the Phillips tests were used in 
these experimentso 
As very little research has been done with chemical 
materials as bird repellents on a large scale and over a 
long period of time, many of the ideas and techniques pre-
sented herein are new in this field of research and have 
been developed by experimental means or by adaptations 
from other fields of research. 
Methods and Procedures for Over-all Problem 
Because different experimental methods and procedures 
had to be employed for each type of study within this pro-
blem, this paper presents a section for each study: Pan 
Test Studies, Standing Grain Studies and Marked Bird 
Studies. 
The Pan Test was designed as a preliminary test for 
all candidate repellents. A measured amount of grain sor-
ghum (Sorghum vulgare Perso) was treated with a known con-
centration of the chemical to be tested. The treated grain 
was measured into receptacles which were placed in the 
selected test plots. Birds were attracted to the plot by 
prebaiting prior to each testo Observations of the birds' 
reaction to the plot and to the treated grain were made. 
After a testing period of seven days, the grain remaining in 
the. pan was again measured to check the amount consumed" 
This consumption was compared to the consumption of grain in 
the control~ Grain consumption and the bird's reactions to 
the plot indicated the repellency of the chemical" 
The chemicals showing a promising degree of repellency 
were tested in the Standing Grain plots. A known concentra-
tion of the chemicals was sprayed on the heads of grain 
sorghum standing in the field, A given number of the heads 
were bagged before spraying to serve as a production index. 
Part of each field was used as a control and was not sprayed, 
but, here again, a given number of the heads were bagged. 
Observations of bird numbers, approaches, feeding patterns, 
reactions to plot and chemical, and teeding times were noted. 
Bird counts were made by the direct count or the relative 
abundance count methods (Wing, 1956). Bagged and unbagged 
heads from treated and non-treated areas were collected and 
weighed. A comparison of the consumption of treated and non-
treated grain, and the birds' reactions to the plot, indicated 
the repellency of the che~ical. 
The marked bird study was designed to better define the 
range of birds using a given plot. Trapped House Sparrows 
and Brown-headed Cowbirds ,i]19lothrµs ater (Boddaert.2] were 
banded and marked with a plastic necktie. Numerous 'Observa-
) 
tions made at various distances from the traps helped to de-
lineate the range of the birds under study. 
Sources of Materials 
Chemicals tested in this experimental work were fur-
nished without cost by the following companies: 









American Cyanamid Company, New York 
Anthraquinone* 
Bonide Chemical Company, Utica, New York 
Cro-tox* 
Rohm and Haas Company., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Rhoplex* AC-33 
10 
California Spray-Chemical Company, Richmond, California 
Ortho* MLlOO 
Winthrop Laboratories 9 New York 
Anthraquinone* 
Shawinigan Products Co., New York 
Al var* 
I.E. duPont ~e Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Delaware 
Arasan* 42-S 
Flavor Corporation of America, Chicago, Illinois 
Suero-flavor* 
Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville., Oklaboma 
All the coded chemicals exoept those listed aboveo 
*Trade names 
At the present time, the author is not a~ liberty to 
divulge the names of all the coded chemicals. A partial 
list is given in the Appendix. A complete list is to be 
published later., 
J. ( 
All the work herein reported was done on Oklahoma State 
University propertyo With the cooperation of the faculty 
and staff of various departments (see acknowledgements), 
plots were located in livestock feed lots, pastures and at 
the Agronomy Farmo 
PAN TEST STUDIES 
Specific Methods and Procedures 
Plots designed for preliminary testing of candidate 
bird repellents were called pan test plotso These were 
originally se~ up by placing nonperforated metal pans in a 
pattern as shown in Figure 2. Each pan was filled with a 
measured amount of treated grain, a different chemical in 
each pan. l,s the pans soon filled with water, causing the 
i ' 
grain to sour or preventing the birds from feeding on the 
grain, a different test container was soughto Plastic sink 
strainers were found to be ideal (Figure l)o As simulated 
field conditions were being sought in these studies, the 
strainers permitted maximum water run-off during rainstorms, 
and maximum sunlight and oxidationo The strainers were 
weatherp~oof and easy to clean. Modification of the original 
plot pattern were made by placing two pans at each pan loca-
tion, each pair of pans containing the same chemical but in 
different percentages; or by using four rows of 4-5 pans in 
each row with the same chemical and same concentration 
throughout the plot. No controls were used in these latter 
tests. The amount of untreated grain consumed during the last 
24 hours of the prebaiting period was used as a control figure. 
Prebaiting for a test was usually continued until all the 
18 
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Figure 2 . Layout of preliminary test plot showing coded 
chemicals and control arrangement . (Griffin 
and Baumgartner, 1959). 
19 
untreated grain placed in pans was consumed in one dayo At 
this time 9 a test using treated grain was startedo 
The pan plots were named to designate location, e.g., 
Horse Barn plot, Sheep Barn plot, Brick Pile plotJI Weather 
Station plot, etc" 
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After many selected sites for pan test plots had failed, 
for no apparent reason, to attract birds during the prebaiting 
period, it was later found that the success of a plot depends 
to some extent, on the following factors: 
) 
1. Concentration of birds - The plot should be located 
at a point very near a high concentration of feeding 
birds. 
2o Access to the plot - It should be accessible by a 
motor vehicle, if possible, as grain and equipment 
must be carried there periodically. Observations 
can be made from the auto during inclement weather 
if plot is BO locateda 
3. Ease of observation - The plot, pans and birds must 
be easily observable, pref_erably from a motor vehi-
cle. 
4. Freedom from disturbance - The plot must be located 
away from heavy traffic by humans. One of the plots 
was disturbed three times and equipment stolen by 
pranl-<:sters. 
5. Location - Plots located too near buildings attract 
Norway Rats )Rattus norvegicu.s (Berkenhoutl7j wooded 
areas, Wood Rats /Neotoma floridana ( Ordl7; a.nd 
weeds and tall grasses, Cotton Rats (Sigmodon 
hispidus Say and Ord). 
6. Physical nature - The site should be smooth, well 
drained., and open so that the pans are visible to 
birds and to the observer. A mowed grass sod 
proved most desirable. 
7. Wildlife competition - To help prevent competition 
from other wildlife suoh as Cotton Rats and rabbits, 
a heavy cover of grass and weeds on the plot must 
be avoided by regular clipping. 
8. Fineing - Fencing is usually necessary to keep in-
truders from destroying a plot. Livestock des-
troyed several of the tests at one time or another. 
Testing Techniques 
Forty-five chemicals were tested as candidate bird re-
pellents by the pan test method (Ta~les II» III, IV). Com-
panies furnishing these chemicals are listed on pages 16 and 
17 .. 
The chemical to be tested was weighed, if a solid, and 
this weight figured as a per cent of the weight of the grain 
(w/w) to be treatedo If the chemical was a liquid, the vol-
ume was figured as a per cent of the weight of the grain 
(v/w) to be treatedo The chemioal to be tested was dissolved 
in 25-50 ce o of acetone or water o If a 11 sticker11 were to be 
used, it was added to the above solution. This solution was 
22 
poured over a measured amount of white Ka.ffir or yellow 
Milo seed in a glass Jar. The grain was thoroughly tumbled 
until the grain was covered with the solu.tion. The grain 
was then immediately taken t,o the plot and placed in the 
palls. 
The test was continued for seven dayso If all of the 
treated grain was oonsumed before the end of the full testing 
period, the test was terminated, and t1ntreated grain was 
plaoed in the pans to bait the birds to the plot before 
another test was begun. If the test continued for the full 
seven days, the grain remaining in the pans was measured and 
the amou.nt was recorded. Summary sheets for each test were 
made amd filed (Figure 3). Rainfall was recorded for each 
testing peried and its effect on each test was noted., 
'!'he pe,rcentages of grain consumed were tabulated for 
each test and a rating as a. repellent was assigned eaoh 
chemical tested in three or more pans (Taeles II, III, and 
IV). The candidate repellent was rated good if 0-20 per 
cent of the treated grain was eonsQmed; fair, if 21-35 per 
cent was consumed; and po0r, if 36-100 per cent was oonsumedo 
Results of Pan Testing 
Of the forty-five chemicals tested, 10 were rated good 
at 1.0 per cent and.lat 0.25 per cent eoneentration. Of 
those rated fair, there were 6 at 1.0 per cent and 2 at 
0 .. 25 per cent. A poor rating was assigned 2 at 5.0.per-,eent, 
13-at 1.0 per cent and 5 at 0.25 per cent. 
i"" (,~ 
TABLE II 
CHEMICAL TREATED GR.AIN SORGHUM CONSUMED 
BY BIRDS -IN LARGE TEST PLOTS 
Concentra-
tion in No. of Total No. 
Chemical Per cent* TEBsts of Pans 
978 1.0 1 20 
1255 1.0 l. 20 
Bitters 5.0 l 16 
Arasan 42-S 5.0 2 36 
1274 o.6 1 12 
1489 1.0 2 21 
1509 1.0 2 24 
1281 1.0 2 28 
1566 1.0 1 16 
1070 1.0 1 16 
1070 0.5 1 16 
5 1.0 1 16 
5.1. 1.0 l 16 
Anthraqui-
none 5.0 1 16 
Crotox 1 .• 0 1 12 
Acetone 0.02 l 20 
Suero 1.0 l '20 
Urea 1.0 l 20 
Urea 5.0 1 20 
.I.Previous test extended for 7 days 
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PER CENT OF GRAIN TREATED WITH ONE PER CENT CHEMICAL 
THAT WAS EATEN FROM PANS1!-
Total Perccent Rating 
No. of No. of of Grain 0-20% ·. 2:1-35% 
Chemical Tests Pans Eaten Goop. Fair 
1255 .7 9 3.0 X 
1267 4 4 47.5 
1256.t 1 1 100.0 
1265 3 3 23.0 X 
978 3 6 83.4 
1273 3 3 19.0 X 
1275 3 4 5.0 X 
1266 J. 2 2 22.3 
1274 3 3 11.0 X 
1058 6 7 17.8 X 
Anthraquinone 4 7 100.0 
Kolo 500 2 3 100.0 
CrotoxJ. l 2 50.0 
Al var 2 3 100.0 
Ortho ML 100 1 l 100.0 
Niagara MR 493 1 1 100.0 
1383 2 4 18.8 X 
1281 2 4 73.0 
26 2 4 93.8 
751 2 4 29.8 X 
1217 2 4 21.3 X 













TABLE III (Continued) 
Total Per cent Ra tin! 
No. of No. of of Grain 0-2o% 21-35 .36-Ioo% 
Chemical Tests Pans Eaten Good Fair Poor 
Pen. B-5-2.2 GT 2 l+ 100.0 X 
149 2 4 85.5 X 
1353 3 4 31.2 X 
885 3 4 21.8 X 
749 3 4 36.2 X 
493 3 4 26.7 X 
5J. 2 2 50.0 
888 3 4 43.2 X 
9 2 3 5.0 X 
1215 3 4 22,5 X 
1323 2 3 5.0 X 
790 J. l 1 o.o 
564 J. l 1 o.o 
l.Insufficient tests to rate 




PER CENT OF GRAIN 'IREATED WITH LESS THAN ONE PER CENT 
CHEMICAL THAT WAS EATEN FROM PANSil-
Total Per cent Rating 
No. of No.of of Grain 0-20% 21-35% 36-100% 
Chemical Per cent Tests Pans Eaten Good Fair Poor 
Anthraqui- 0.5 4 7 100.0 X 
none 
5 J. 0.5 1 2 10.0 
564J. 0.5 1 2 17.5 
790J. 0.75 1 2 17.5 
1255 0.25 6 6 20.9 X 
1267 0.25 3 .3 75.0 X 
1256 0.25 3 .3 90.0 X 
1275 0.25 5 6 13.9 X 
1266 0.25 s 5 39.0 X 
1274 0.25 5 5 33.4 X 
127.3 0.25 5 5 37.2 X 
105e. 0.25 4 4 44.3 X 
1265J. 0.25 2 2 100.0 
.I.Insufficient tests to rate 
*w/w i.f a solid; v/w if a liquid 






Arasan 1.5 1.5 1.75 to be a ver as 
42-S 
2., 1.75, 1.75 
1. s. 
1. Onl 21 birds were een in 
1 observation 
testin eriod of These 
birds were seen the first 
of test 15 of them the first da. 
No birds were seen to feed after 
seen in the testo 
In contrast durin the 11 
da 
this test 
rats were seen feedi 
The ans were refilled times 
and were em t at the time test 
was set up. 




,,Other data that are given 'by the rating tables ('fables 
II, III, and IV) are: per cent concentration of ohemioal 9 
number of tests for each ehemica.1 9 total number of pans in 
whioh each ohemioal was tested and the peraentage of the 
treated grain .that was eateno 
Observations of Birds in Relation to Pan Tests 
It was generally felt that although the amount of treated 
graia consumed should indicate its repellenoy, more reliable 
evidence would ~e obtained if observations of the birds' re-
; 
actions to the repellent were recordedo The following inci-
dents indicate the reasoning behind this statement and the 
relationship between the two methods of measuring repelleney: 
All the treateo. gr~in tn pan test #7 was consumed in 
two,days. Test #8 was a repetition of #7» but even after the 
full testing period of seven days 9 all the pans were not 
empty. Why would grain treated in the same manner 9 placed 
in the same pans» in the same plot and with the same popula~ 
tion of birds not be consumed? Observation of the birds' 
behavior gave a probable- answero Straw bedding from eattle 
stalls had been spread along a large ditch just outside the 
plot to prevent erosj..on·; This was done :following test #7 » 
btit prior to test #S" During the second test period, the 
birds moved from the test plpt into this straw to feed .. 
Phillips' candidate repellent #1070 showed no repellenoy 
as indicated by grain consumption and also by observed feed-
ing of birds. ···· Observations during .. the"·t·esting of this ahem-
29 
/ 
ieal showed numerous ~:iek and dead House Sparrows in the 
plot area soon after the ·test was starte<io A sea.rah of the 
su~rounding area yielded thirty dead and several siGk birdso 
Eighteen of these were autopsied to cheek food eateno White 
Kaffir seed (like that used in the test) was found in eleven 
of the birds. No dead birds were found 0n the second day 
although the bird.a finished. eating the treated seed. A com-
parable te~t was conducted a few days later with similar 
resu.ltso T~1rty dead birds were again found. Au.topsy of 
these revealed grain in teno Again, no dead birds were 
found on the second day. Had grain consumption alone been 
used as a oriterion for repellency, the toxicity of this 
ehemioal would not have ~een found. Neither would it have 
'been knowm·· that- .th1-s· · ohiemical lost its toxiei ty within a 
peri©d or twenty-four hourso 
Another reason for observations was to find what road· 
the birds turned to if the treated grain was repellent to 
themo A definite answer ~a~not be given to thisa but in 
many instances, the birds went back to their former source 
or food suoh as reed tro~ghs. cattle droppings, and 
scattered grain on the groundo 
The· reaotien of birds to treated grain was also noted 
'by observationso In some instances$ birds flocked into a 
plot as they- had while :t'etedimg on ~ntreated grain du.ring 
the preeaiting periodo After trying one or two grains from 
a pan, many flew to another pa~. and then another, ete •• 
sampling a grain or · two from eaoh.. As .these 'birds left the 
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plot !I others :r•eplaoed them going throu{?;h :t~e same or similar 
patterns of feedingo Many times» birds.were seen to ap-
proach a pan of treated grains circle it three or four times 
and move to another, reacting the same way at eaah pano 
The n~mper of birds usi~g a plot before and during a 
t~st was indicative of the repellency of a. ·~nemical. This 
was borne out by observa.tionso Pan test #15s using 5o0 per 
cent Thiram (Arasan 42-S) 9 showed this very well. During 
observations of the plot at various times during the 7-day 
testing period)) only 21 birds were noted in the plot; 15 the 
first d.ay and none after th~ .fourth day o In C!lontrast, 
during the ll-day prebaiting period, 312 birds were observed 
feeding in the ploto 
Numerou.s observations helped to disprove the general 
belief that ~irds do most of their feeding d~ring the very 
early ~orning and very lat~ afternoono Figure 4 shows the 
average feeding population of House Sparrows during 30-
min,ai.te intervals as noted by aonti!'lluovu3 observations during 
the daylight hourso 
method (Wingj) 1956). 
Counts were: made by the direot eount 
Note the heavy feeding (200 birds 
every hour) all day·with a very large number of birds be-
tween 12 g 00 Noon and 2 g 00 P" !YL., and from 4i 30 P /, P(, to 
6:30 P., M .. 
During the migration period, Brown-headed Cowbirds 
tended to u.se the plots more in the enrening as they ~a.me in 
to :roost than during the rest of the day" H,owev.er, the 










A. M. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 P, M. 
Figure 4o Mean number of birds feeding during 30 min-
ute intervals in the Horse Barn plot as 
noted·. by continuous observations (3 days) 
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one day when 1200 visited the plot. Not enough observations 
were made'to indicate the feeding pattern of cowbirds as they 
left their roosts in the early morning. 
STANDING GRAIN PLOT STUDIES 
Specific Methods and Procedures 
Plot Size and Layout 
Repellents proving effective in the pan tests were 
field tested by spraying on standing grain sorghums. Here 
again, new techniques had to be developed. No standards 
had been set for concentration of sprays, rate of applica-
tion, time of application, method of application, size of 
plots, location of plots, type of controls or methods of 
measuring repellenoy. Several approaches to this problem 
appeared to give definite and satisfactory results. 
The plots were located near a large population of House 
Sparrows and on a travel lane for Cowbirds going to roosts 
(Figure 8). The size of the plots within a field varied 
during the course of the experiments. It was found that one 
quarter to one half of an acre was the most satisfactory 
size for a test plot. This plot size permitted optimum ob-
servation of. birds and grain. It could be sprayed within a 
reasonable length of time, could be isolated from other plots, 
and was large enough to permit gathering of an adequate sample 
of grain heads for weighing.· Plot layouts varied from many 
strips treated with different chemicals (Fig~re 5) to a whole 
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plot treated with one chemical (Figure 6C). Variations 
"between these two extremes can be seen in Figure 6A, B, 
D,. E and F. 
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In most studies, part of a plot was designated as a con-. 
trol and was not sprayed. To arrive at an accurate figure 
of grain produ.etion from protected heads, and to have a 
'figure to compare produetion rates between the treated and 
control areas, ten heads on eaoh row were bagged with water-
proof aelfing bags. The bags had been treated with aldrin 
to prevent insect damage to the .e;rain (Dahms, 1955). .These 
were slipped over the heads and stapled. Although a new 
technique in bird repellent studies, this was found to be a 
very satisfactory method of protecting grain. It is a more 
economical and a less laborious method than ottiers studiedo 
'?his technique was not employed until the 1959 testing period. 
Spraying'l'eohnigt1e and Its Implication 
Observations at the plots indicated that the birds start 
feeding on grain ·. sorghum in the milk-dough stage. This 
period was seleeted as the time for the initial spraying. 
Application of the spray was made by the use of portable 
eompre$sed air sprayers, or of a spray oart designed and 
built 'by Dr. Lyle D. Goodhue and others at the Phillips 
Pe·troleum Company. An attetnp·t .waJS_made to hit each head from 
/" - ... 
above with spray from the portable spray~r. Some heads were 
wetted much more .than others. Poor coverage was shown in 
1958 by the a.ddition ,of a fluorescent material to the spray 
with which the heads were treated. 
examined under ultra-violet light. 
The heads were later 
I The spray oart produced a 
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Plot Number Plot Number 





5. 125 Control ;. 17 
6. 8 
7i •' 13 ( 
8. 600' 13 
9. 16 
10. 11 
4. 15 11. 23 
3. 9 12. 16 
2. 15 13. 20 
1. 35 14. 4 
150' 150' 
West Kaffir Field East Kaffir Field 
*These plots matured about 30 days after the grain was in 
the milk-dough stage in the other plots. At the time these 
plots were sprayed .heavy feeding was already in progress in 
the other plotso 
Figure 5o Diagram of field layout for spray test of 
standing grain sorghum during 19580 
(Griffin and Baumgartner, 19590) 
very even mist covering all parts of the heado The. "G.oqdb.u:e 
spray ·cart II ob-ns,i;~.ted of' a trw .. o.:-wheeled ci;irt w1 tn an alu:min\tm 
frame covered by a canvaso Six cone jet spray nozzles were 
mounted to the frame so as to spray a fine mist on the heads 
from all directions o .Pressure was maintained at 55 'pounds by 
use of a CO2 tanko This would appear to be an ideal way to 
spray the heads o It was the easiest and least strenuous meth-
~d. · Observations after spraying seem to indicate that uneven 
spraying, as with portable compressed air sprayers.11 tended to 
repel the birds more effectivelyo Apparently.11 some heads were 
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210· 210 1 
c. South Upland I D. South.Upland II 
...... ; 
Control Control 




20 rows 20 rows 
E. North Upland I F. North Upland II 
Figure 6. Plot layouts for the 1959 field test spray-
ing of standing grain sorghums. 
' 
'· 
head to head, encountered heads with a high concentration of 
spray and were repelled from the plot. Plots sprayed with 
the cart in 1959 did not show the repellency that hand spray-
ed plots did in 1958. 
Rate of application varied from ten gallons per acre 
with the cart to 20-30 gallons with the portable compressed 
air sprayers. 
Table V lists the chemicals tested on standing grain 
sorghums. This table is also the source of additional infor-
mation on each of the chemicals tested. Column 2 refers to 
the physical characteFistics, liquid or powder. The per 
cent concentration in column 3 refers to the per cent of 
chemical to total volume of spray used for each specific 
test. The rate of application of the spray in gallons per 
acre is found in column 4. The carrier indicates the liquid 
in which the chemical was mixed to form the spray. Some 
sprays had a ''sticker" added as indicated in column 6. The 
next column shows the plot in which each chemical was tested. 
Results of Field Testing 
Column$ of Table V gives the relative effective values 
of the chemicals as rated by data from weighed heads and from 
field observations. 
A possible cause of the poor repellency of the chemicals 
in the East Kaffir plot iii 1958 might be the pattern of 
small treated strips interspersed with control strips. 
Field observations indicated that the birds had started feed-
... TABLE V 
SUMMARY OF CHEMICAL TBEAnmNT OF STANDING GRAIN PLOTS 
Rate of Results 
.Per· cent App lie a- xm~~~.d '•. 1! 0 
Chemical Physical C::oncen,;.. tion Carrier Sticker Plot me Goo'cf 
Ch?-:racteristic 1;,ration (gal./a.) XX Fair 
X Poor 
1255 Liquid 1 20 H20 None East 
Kaffir X 
1255 Liquid 2 20 H20 None East 
Kaffir X 
1275 Liquid 1 20 H20 None East 
Kaffir X 
1255 Liquid 2 20 H20 None East 
Kaffir X 
B-5-2TV Liquid 6 20 H20 None East 
Kaffir X 
Arasan 42-S Powder in 5 20 H2o None Ea.st 
suspension Kaffir X 
978 Liquid 1 20 H20 None East 
Kaffir X 
B-27 Liquid 15 20 H2o None East 
Ka.ffir X 






TABLE V (Continued) 
Rate of Results 
Per cent Applica- XXXX Very Good 
Chemical Physical Concen- tion Carrier Sticker Plot XXX Good 
Characteristic tration (gal./a.) ll Fair 
X Poor 
353 Liquid 1 20 Oil No~e East 
Kaffir X 
1255 Liquid 2 20 H20 None West 
Kaffir XXX 
1255 Liquid 1 20 H20 None West 
Kaffir xx.xx 
1275 Liquid 1 20 H2o None West 
Kaffir xxxx 
B-5-2TV Liquid 6 20 H20 None West 
Kaffir XXX 
1489 Liquict 5 10 H;t) None Sunflower X 
1489 Liquid 5 10 Soltrol Butarez South 
130 Upland XXX 
5 Powder 5 10 Acetic Ac.kl Butarez South 
+H20 Upland XXX 
1275 Liquid 5 10 Soltrol Butarez South 
130 Upland xn, 
1495 Liquid 5 10 Soltrol Butarez South 




Chemical ·· Physical Concen-
Characteristic _tration ,... ! 
1497 Liquid 5 
1566 Liquid 5 
Arasan 42-S Powder-in 5 
suspension 
Arasan 42-S Powder in· 5 
suspension 
1255 Liquid 5 
1509 Liquid 1 
1275 Liquid 1 
TABLE V (Continued) 
Rate of 
Applica-
i;,ion. Carrier Sticker 
(gal./a.) 
10 Soltrol Butarez 
130 
10 Acetic Acid Butarez 
+n20 
20 H20 Ortho 
20 H 0 2 Butarez 
20 H2o Butarez 
20 H20 Butarez 
































ing on the control strips and then had shifted to the adjoin-
ing treated stripEL The sanii!:i chemicals when sprayed in 
large·bloeks with a large control at one side, as in ~he 
West Kaffir plot» gave good to very good resultso 
One _might ask. why _the repellents sprayed in two-row 
strips in the South Upland plot in 1959 proved effective? 
Any one or all of four reasons may have aaaounted for this; 
first, these were different and pos•lbly better repellents 
than those used in 1958; second, Soltrol 130 was used as a 
r 
carri,er for most of these sprays whereas water had been the 
carrier in other tests; third 9 a large Cooper 1 s Hawk 
/Fccipiter cooperi (Bonapartel7 hu~ted the plot part of the 
time; and fourth, a nearby plot of grain sorghum of the var-
iety called Ladore, although repellent in the milk-dough 
stage, appeared to be very palatable in the hard-«::lough stageo 
The contradictory results obtained ·with Arasan 42-S in 
two different plots cannot be fully explainedo Very heavy 
feeding was in progress before and at the time· of spraying 
in the North Upland ploto ~pparently» the birds had devel-
oped a str-ong habit ot feeding on this food source and con-
tinued to do so despite the treatment of the head.so The 
Upland Plot was also located near suitable cover for the 
birds, whereas the South Bottom plot was noto For a period 
of time (August 1-15, 1959), up to 6600 Cowbirds and 500 . 
House Sparrows were feeding in the South Bottom ploto App-
arently, most of the Cowbirds migrated and the sparrows 
shifted to the two Upland plotso About the time of the 
shift 9 a large female Cooper's Hawk was seen harassing the 
'birds in the ,;Bottomland ploto The birds consumed· the grain 
in the North Upland plot and then moved to the South Upland 
ploto A few sparrows were seen to return to the South Bottom 
plot on October 4, 1959. The repellen~y of the Arasan in 
the Bottom plot ~ompared ravorabiy w1t,h the pan tests resu1 ts 
(Tables II 9 III, IV)o 
In addition to observation of bird usage of the plots, 
and visual damage to the heads, a technique of weighing 
sample heads was devisiedo Ten heads on ea1Jh row had been 
bagged prior to Dird reeding tor ~seas a control to obtain 
weights of heads not damaged by birds or inse~tso Since a 
wind storm and two floods knoe3ked down some of the -~~gged 
' 
heads, only those :standing and free of :mud,' or sprouted grain 
I 
were gathered and weighedo Therefore, the actual numbers 
weighed for each plot variedo A comparable number of non-
bagged heads was also gathered and weighed\ The ;stem of each 
head was cut to a uniform length of one inch before weighing~ 
All weights were ~o~verted to grams per 100 heads for ease of 
computation and eomparisono 
•.. 
In Table VL is tabulated the weights of heads expressed 
in grams per 100 heads for ea.oh of the :study plot;s. A total 
of 3080 heads were weigh_ed 1540 bagged and 1540 non-baggedo 
In ·each test, the bagged heads from the control areas 
were heavier than the bagged heads from the treated areaso 
This ~ay pe an indication that the repellent s~rayed on the 
plants had reduoed the head we;i.ght o , - ~ very marked difference 
in these weights is shown for the North Upland plot where 
the control bagged heads weighed 7850 gms. whereas the 
treated bagged heads·weighed 5280 gms., a difference of 
2570 gms. /100 heads, a loss of 32.7 per aent in weight 
because of treatment. This could have been caused by the 
candidate repellent, #1509 9 a cotton defoliant~ which 
damaged the leaves of the sorghum plants (Figure 7). 
Lower production of grain in the treated areas of other 
plots when compared to their control areas is shown~ 
South Bottom plot 7410-6117 = 1293 gms., a 17.4% loss 
South Upland plot 6220-5530 = 990 gms.» a 15.0% loss 
North Bottom plot 7860-7140 = 720 gms., a 9.1% loss 
From the above information,, it is apparent that the 
repellent caused a reduction in grain yield. It has been 
suggested that the chemical #1509 may have caused an in-
creased moisture loss from the plant.,, thu:s reducing the 
weight of the heads. 
There was no signific:;;ant difference in the treated 
and con-trol non-bagged head weights in either of the 
bottom land plots. This might indicate equal feeding in 
both treated and non-treated areas of the plots. This is 
borne out by observations, especially in the North Bottom 
plot. There wa~ no apparent difference in grain consumption 
of the treated and control areas in the North Bottom plot --
7.B per aent eaten in the treated area and 9.5 per aent eaten 
in the control a.res.. Howe·ver, there was a significant differ-
Figure 7. Leaf damage to sor-
ghum plants spray-
ed with chemical 
bird repellents. 
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ence found in the percentages eaten in the control and treat-
ed are as of the South Bottom plot. The consumption in the 
control area (22.0%) was conside rably high e r than that for 
the treated area (7.3%). This stateme nt appears to conflict 
with the first sentence of this paragraph. The weights of 
the non-bagged h e ads were very comparable , 5670 and 5775, but 
the weights of the bagged heads were strikingly different, 
6117 and 7410. This indicates much heavier feeding in the 
control. 
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It must be brought to the readers' attention that the 
South Bottom plot was only a part of a much larger field 
(Figure 6A)o Heads gathered from the field outside of the 
plot boundaries indicated heavier bird feeding than -1fft the 
test plot. The mean weight of 200 heads from this f~eld was 
4487 grrlso/100 heads, indicating 39,3 per cent consumption. 
The dismussion under Bird Observations may help to clarify 
this by explaining bird usage of the areas for feeding, 
There was no marked difference in the treated and control 
non-bagged head weights in the North Upland plot. Almost all 
the grain on the non-bagged heads was eaten in this study 
ploto This was in evidence from feeding observations of the 
birds.sand head examinations, and also from the difference 
in weight~ of the bagged and non-bagged heads-= 5280 to 
1820 in the treated part and 7850 to 2020 in the aontrol 
parto The @hemieal used on this plot, #l509J) showed no re-
pellenoy. Similar results were found .for Arasan in North 
Upland II plot. 
In the study at the South Upland plot1 the chemicals 
seemed to show some repellenoy as indiaated by bird observa-
tions and by head weights, Only .6 per aent, 1250 gms. 
/100 heads, was eaten from the treated area. However, it 
must be noted that 15.0 per oent less grain was produced on 
the treated area than on the control area: 6520-5550 = 
990 gms./100 heads lost by treatment, One must consider 
the economic feasibility of a treatment that saves only 
approximately 12.0 per aant of the grain. In all prob-
. ,, 
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ability., the cost of treatment would offset the value of the 
increased yieldo 
Observations of Birds in Relation to Standing Grain Plots 
Observations of bird behavior have played a large part 
in this study of bird repellentso As bird repellent ~tudies, 
on a pomprehensive scale, are relatively new, it was felt 
that a study of bird movements, approaahes to plots, re-
action to treated areas, feeding patterns and feeding ranges 
would be of great value in evaluating candidate repellents. 
The most commonly uied approaches by birds visiting 
the standing grain plots are shown in Figure 8. The Agron-
omy Farm was located on a flightline for cowbirds from rural 
feeding areas to the northwest ·to urban roosting areas east 
of the farmo The direction of approach of cowbirds to the 
farm was generally on this flightline from the northwesto 
,This course brought the birds o.ire~tly to plots 4, 5, and 60 
By altering their course to the southwest, ju'St as they 
entered the farm,, the Tu:drds readily rea,:;hed plots 1 and 2; 
a turn to the south three-fourths of the way across the farm 
brought them to plot 3. 
House Sparrows, having a less extensive range, had a more 
direct approach to each plot. Those feeding in plots 3, 4, 
and 5 and to some extent 6, eame from residential areas to 
the south and east of the farmo Those feeding in plot 6 
came mostly from the Sheep Barn to the northo The sparrows 
using plot 1 were apparently the same population that later 
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fed in plots 3 and 4. Very few sparrows were seen to feed 
in plot 2. 
The numbers of birds feeding in the various plots varied 
between species and from day to day" The direct count and 
relative abundance count methods were used to estimate the 
numbers of feeding bird~ (Wing.'! 1956). The sparrow popula-
tion tended to be more stable over a period of time, the 
numbers fluctuating less and some birds being present in 
the area more often than in the case of the cowbirds. Cow-
bird numbers in the plots varied from Oto 6000 with large 
numbers present for !3hort, periods of time. The-sparrow 
numbers were more constant with populations of approximately 
150 in plot 3 and 500 in plot 4o During 1958, a fairly 
oonstant populat;ion of sparrows wa.s noted in plots 5 and 6 .. 
Table VII lists population numbers picked at random from 
field noteso 
The map (Figure 8) also indioates the feeding pattern of 
birds within each ploto There was a marked difference in the 
feeding patterns of 1958 and of 1959. Plots 5 and 6, in 1958, 
revealed a definite pattern of the birds feeding first at 
the corners and borders of fields, then working inward. 
This was also true of plot 3 during 19590 In the case of 
plot 5, the birds ate the ~ontrol strips and then spread 
into the borders of the treated strips. In plots 1, 2, and 
4 during the 1959 tests, both the sparrows and cowbirds 
first alighted in the middle of the fields and fed outward .. 
While observing wheat, oat, and barley fieldm in the same 





BIRDS PRESENT IN FIELD P!DTS AT VARYING TIMES* 
Plot Date Sparrows Cowbirds 
West Kaffir Aug. 1, 1958 450 25 
Augo 7, 1958 300 0 
Aug. 8, 1958 600 0 
Aug. 13, 1958 0 0 
Aug. 21, 1958 20 200 
Aug. 31., 1958 50 300 
Sept. 6 !) 1958 0 0 
Sept. 11, 1958 .200 15 
Sept. 15, 1958 50 150 
Sept. 16, 1958 100 3000 
Sept. 17, 1958 0 700 
Sept. 20., 1958 0 0 
Sept. 24!1 1958 0 4000 
Sept. 29, 1958 0 0 
Oct. 1, 1958 25 1 
East Kaffir Aug. 8, 1958 150 0 
Aug. 19, 1958 300 200 
Aug. 23, 1958 0 1200 
Sept. 6, 1958 25 0 
North Stillwater Bottom July 27, 1959 75 0 
Aug. l, 1959 25 25 
Aug. 2j 1959 150 150 
Aug. 5, 1959 0 140 
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TABLE VII (Continued) 
Plot Date Sparrows Cowbirds 
Aug. 6, 1959 0 600 
Aug. 8., 1959 150 5000 
Aug. 11, 1959 to 
Oct. 10, 1959 0 0 
South Stillwater Bottom Aug. 5, 1959 7 0 
Aug. 11, 1959 0 40 
Aug. 12., 1959 0 2 
Aug. 14, 1959 0 500. 
Aug. 15, 1959 to 
Oct. 10, 1959 0 0 
South Stillwater Upland Aug. 5, 1959 0 0 
Aug. 14, 1959 100 0 
Aug. 17, 1959 500 0 
Aug. 23, 1959 125 0 
Aug. 27, 1959 0 0 
Sept. 4, 1959 300 300 
Sept. 8., 1959 200 125 
Sept. 9, 1959 50 85 
Sept. 14, 1959 200 20 
Sept. 22, 1959 0 0 
North Stillwater Upland Aug. 5, 1959 30 0 
Aug. 14., 1959 125 0 
Aug. 16., 1959 600 0 
*Counts made by direct count or relative abundance count methods. (Wing., 
1956) 0 
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area as the repellent plots during 1959, birds were noted 
feeding from the corners and borders of these small fieldso 
This agrees with the 1958 observationso 
Shifting of the feeding<bird populations was very 
noticeable during 1959 (Figures 9s 10, 11 and 12). A 
sparrow population moved from the general region of plot 3 
to the area around plot 1 on August 1, 1959, feeding there 
with a large population (5000!) of cowbirdso These sparrows 
then shifted their feeding to plots 3 and 4 (August 16, 1959)0 
Part of the cowbirds also moved to plot 4 at the same time 
while others apparently migratedo By September 7, 1959, 
the grain in plot 4 was completely oonsumedo At this time, 
another part of this cowbird popu.lation apparently migrated 
and the balance moved to plot 3 along with the sparrowso 
Here, they fed only in the control of plot 3. There was at 
this time, a contiuuous exchange of sparrows between plot 3 
and a nearby hybrid sorghum ploto The cowbirds were not 
seen to feed on the hylrrido A short time later (September 
173 1959), a variety of Ladore sorghum.I) to the south of plot 
3.ll had ripened so the sparrows moved to it to feed while the 
remaining cowbirds migratedo Ladore sorghum is repellent to 
birds during the milk-dough stage 9 but from the above obser-
vations, it appeared to be more palatable during the hard 
dough stage than the variety planted iri plot 3 or the treated 
graino After the Ladore grain was all eaten (September 28 9 
1959).ll the sparrows dispersed with a few moving back into 
plot 3. Apparently, a Cooper 1 s hawk kept them from feeding 
here for 10-14 dayso 
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Intervals of timei*- No. of birds~HI-
Ladore 
Hybrid 
South Upland (3) 
Field adjoining 
South Bottom (1) 


















7 - 19 
Sept. 17 
1-13-111· 
14 - 23:] 24 - Sept. 61 . 
7 - 19 A 1 
20 - 29 · ug. 
Aug. 16 I 
1 - 15 · - I~ 
16 - 19.~-
20 - 28----i 
29 - Oct. 31 I 
Aug. 16 
1 - 12 I 

















*Period of time during the population of or absence of birds in a plot~ 
**Range of the numbers of birds in a plot during the specified interval. 
Direction of movement with date of movement. 
Figure 9. Interplot movement and populations of House Sparrows during testing 
periods. 
Ladore Sept. 17 - 28 t 0 
Migrated 
Hybrid Aug. 14 - 26 Sept., 20 0 
Sept. 7 - 19 I 
0 
South Upland Aug. 1 - 13 0 
Aug. 14 - 23 Migrated 0 
Aug. 24 - Sept. 6 Aug. 15 0 
rSept. 7 - 19 20-200 I Sept. 20 - 29 0 
Field adjoining Aug. 1 - 15 200-6000 
South Bottom (1) Sept[l~t 16 - 19 I 
5- .30 
20 - 28 0-225 
Aug. 29 - Oct. Aug. 15 0 Migrated 
Non~ Upland Sept. 7 . Aug. 1 - 12 Aug. 29 I 0 I Aug. 13 - Sept. 7~ 10-.300 
. apt. 8 - 0 






Hybrid Sept. 17 
I 





' Upland en 
' ' 
~ Aug. 1 
Sept. 7 Aug. 16 
~. 
North Area 
Upland ,, ··-Aug. 16 adjoining 0+) South 
B~itfm 
Figure 11. Interplot movement of House Sparrows 









I 1 ' South I Upland 
Migration (3) Migration Migration 
Sept. 7 Aug. 15 Aug. 29 
Sept. 7 
Area 
North , Aug. 15 adjoining Upland I' South 
(4) , Aug. 29 Bottom I' (1) 
Figure 120 Interplot movement of Cowbirds during 
testing periodso 
MARKED BIRD STUDIES 
The marking of birds with plastic neckties (eollars) 
made possible a study of the range of birds moving from a 
trapping site out to feeding areaso 
Methods and Procedures 
Birds were trapped in modified IIS" traps -and modified 
sparrow traps o Ea.oh l:>ird was banded and a yellow plastic 
neckt4"e was placed a;iround its neck as a markero During 
1958, 67 sparrows aml 19i cowbirds were banded and marked 
in this manner. In 1959 9 614 sparrows and 14 oowbirds were. 
mar~ed. After having tried several other oo~lars or neek~ 
ties, on~ was devi1;1ed that was 'best suited f<i>r the needs of 
this.study., Plasti~ rib~on :from.the Oee Bee Company, Brook.:;. 
lyn, (not now avS!,ila.l:>le) or from The Stephens Cdmpai:'lrf 9 'Dallas 0 
was u.sed to make neokties. Figtire 13 shows the materials.9 
equipment., finished necktie and the rieektie in place on the 
'k:>ird., The 3/8 .~inch rib~on was Bu.t the desired length for 
eao~'speoies to be marked., ·Tl;le plastic was not~hed where it 
circ).es the neek and two holes punohed near the ends to 
fasten the necktie on the hirdo E-Z eyelets .. (E-Z Bu.ekle.s, 
Inc.,·New York) crimped with a T.riumph,beit punoh (Sargent 
and. Co.) were found most suitable for ~~,curing the necktie. 
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Results of OlDservations 
A total of 23,506 birds was ~ounted during 367 observa-
tions at various timeso Of this total number of birds, 244 
were wearing wie~~tieso The range of these birds from the 
i 
r 
trapping area ~an be seem om the map (Figure 14)o Most of 
the marked sparrows observed ranged 1/4 - 1/2 mile of the 
trapping siteo Several marked sparrows were observed at 
different times feeding on the Agronomy Farm two miles 
southwest of the traps o A ma:r·ked male House Sparrow spent 
the winter at a subur:Joan residence tw.o miles north of the 
trapo A large population of sparrows at the Dairy Barn and 
another at the North Hog Barn did not Gontain any marked 
birdso 
T~ble VIII giwes data en bird observations in relation 
to trapping and markingo 
It was Jery diffioul t to estimate the total number of 
birds feeding.in the trapping areao However, an estimate 
can be made by the use of the Lincoln Index (Lincoln, 1930)0 
( 
number of mark~q. ___ 1Qir9,13 El~_E:!.E, X tota:t ))t_:rqa marked 
total birds sean total birds ooming to area 
At no time were there more than 12 marked birds seen _in a 
flock of 500., There were 614 birds marked in the areao To 




Aooording to this formula~ 25 9 583 House Sparrows were feed-
Figure 13. Equipme nt and me thod of making neckties 
(collars) for birds. 
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ing in the ar e a . It is surprising that there could have pos-
sibly b ee n that many diffe r e nt individuals visiting the area . 
The numb e r of marke d birds may have b een inadequat e to make 
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Figure 14. Range of marked birds (First No.= marked birds: Last No.= Total birds). \1\ '° 
TABLE VIII 
DATA ON BANPED AND MARKED BIRDS 
Banded 
Sparrows (1958) - 67 
(1959) - 614 
681 




Sparrows (1958) - O 
(1959) - 97 
Other Species (1958) - 8 
(1959) - 1 
Sparrows 
9 
(1958) - 3 
(1959) - 7 
10 
Other Species (1958) - 3 
(1959) - 2 
5 
Percentages of Recaptures to Banded Birds 
House Sparrow (1958) = 0 - ·· 67 ~ 
Cowbirds 
(1959) = 97 - 614 
97 - 681 = 14.24% 
(1958) = 7 - 192 
(1959) = 1 - 14 
8 - 206 = 3.88% 
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TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Percentages of Reported Dead to Banded Birds 
House Sparrow (1958) = 
(1959) = 3 - 67. 7 - 614 
Cowbirds (1958) = 
(1959) -
10 - 681 = 1.45% 
3 - 192 
2 - 14 
5 - 206 = 2.427% 
Totals of Reported Marked Birds to Total Numbers Seen 
House Sparrow: 186 marked birds seen 
13573 sparrows observed 
= ,,0137 :.': L37% . 
Cowbird: 58 marked birds seen 
9933 cowbirds observed 
~ 00058: : e58%' 
:Percentages of the Total Banded<Birds Seen to the 
Total Number Banded 
House Sparrow: 
Cowbird: 
186 marked birds seen (1958 & 1959) 
681 bands (1958 & 1959) 
= .2731 = 27.31% 
58 marked birds seen (1958 & 1959) 
206 banded (1958 & 1959) 
~ .2815 = 28.15% 
SUMMARY OF MISCELLANEQWS OBSERVATIONS 
AND FUTURE OUTLOOi Qf RESEARCH 
. ', ' ~ 
At
1
the end of two yea~s of research, 3522 miles traveled 
to and from plots, 2500 field observations made, and numerous 
pages of manuscript written, some progress has been madeo 
Mueh more., however, needs to be done. Several aspects are 
open to investigation~ 
1. Expand and ~ontinue research begun in this study. 
2. Check the effe~ts and feasibility of spraying an 
entire area ineluding plot., guard; rows, fence row, 
shrubs, grassy areas., open ground, etc. 
3o Cheak the effe~ts of sprayi~g bird roosts with 
repellents. 
4. Cheak the effeots of repellents on bird nesting 
areas. No repellenoy, nest desertion or death of 
young was noted when a number of House Sparrow 
nests were sprayed with Phillips 1281 and 1497 
d~ring various stag@s of incubation and ~rooding. 
5. Test repellents by spraying ehemieals on: 
A. Peanuts. Much loss is caused by rodents and 
crovrn. 
B., Watermelons and muskmelons. 
C. Pecans. Heavy loss is caused by crows, jays 
and squirrels. 
D. Grapeso It w,:s foun9 in one test only that 
Phillips 1255 and Periiek's B-5-2TV were very 
effective in repelling several species of 
fruit-eating birds from ripening grapes. 
E. Wheat and oats. Arasan 42-8 and Phillips 1255 
sprayed on guard rows were effective in repel-
ling birds from small grain testing plots. 
F. Sunflowers o It wafS fo1uind :' that Phillips 1489 
when sprayed ~n s~~flowers did not repel HoQse 
Sparrows. 
06 ·Soil. Spraying soil and germinating wheat with 
Arasan 42-S did not prevent rodent damage. In 
another test on oats~ it did repel meadowlarks 
(St~~Qell~ SPPo)o Phillips 5 sprayed on a field 
or combined grain did not repel House Sparrows .• 
6. Determine the reas·ons· wh:y more native fruit's· ( e •. g. 
· · ·· Soapberry ~J!l~d·l;Jls··-~mmond!,~ H. & A.J and Coral-
bE1.rry.£m.Eh9r1,oaJfP9Ji .9.r.~1..SLY.,.la 'tl\!!. Moenc.!7) a.re not 
eaten :toy 'birds. 
SUMMARY 
The,objectives of this study were: 
1. To develop tests to measure the effectiveness·. of 
certain chemicals in repelling House Sparrows and 
Brown-headed Cowbirdi:l ·rrom standing grain crops. 
2. To determine the feasioility of treating Btanding 
grain with chemicals in order to redµee bird damage. 
3. To reoord and analyze the relationships betw~en 
bird behavior and their feeding in grain fields. 
New techniques were developed and described in detail. 
ro,asured amounts of chemioally treated grain sorghum seed 
were placed in plastic sink strainers located at points where 
birds were comcentrated. When ea.ndidate repellents were not 
effective the treated grain was all eaten within 24 hours; 
highly repellent materials prevented any measurable con-
sumption of the grain d~ring a seven-day period of testing. 
Forty-five chemicals were rated e.o~ording to the degree of 
protection that each afforded. 
Standing grain sorghum plots, one fourth to one half acre, 
were found to be a praotieal size for treatment with chemi-
cals. Such plots provided a sufficiently large area to 
measure the effects of treatment upon grain products and 
the consumption of the grain by the birds. By excluding 
birds from a sample of the grain heads with selfing bags 
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it was possible to compare the weight of grain from areas: 
lo Completely protected from both ~irds and the chemiealo 
2., Treated with the ohemioals that rated highest in the 
pan testso 
3o Untreated portions of the grain plots. 
Protection provided by the chemicals vari~d from o to almost 
94 per eento Chemio.a.J: treatment apparently redu:eed the 
I 
yield of grain up to 17o4 per oent. 
The distance between the standing grain plots and the 
nearest site that afforded shelter from natural enemies and 
the weather appeared to have a marked effect upon the numeer 
and frequ.eney· of bird visits to the plot. House Sparrows 
seldom ranged out to feed as mueh as one-half mile from 
nesting.and roesting areaso Brown-headed Cowbirds apparent-
ly moved greater distanoes between roosting.and feeding 
grounds,o 
The presence of skillful bird predators such as the 
Coo.per 1 s Hawk.appeared. to greatly reduae the amount of 
bird activity in open exposed grain plots. 
No chemical tested appeared to ofter complete protection 
to stamding grain from l!l)irds. Howevers feveral compounds, 
especially Araean 42-Ss 1255, li75, 1489 and 1495, markedly 
reduced the amount of grain eaten by birdso 
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APPENDIX 
A List of Cnemioals Used in This Study 
Code Chemical 
9 3-Chloro-4-hydroxysulfolane 
26 Phenylsulfenyl piperidine 
149 4-Phthalimido-2, 6-dimethyJ,.pyrimidene 
493 Phenylsulfenyl morpholine 
564 !!!:1-Butylsulfenyl pentamethylene-dithiocarbamate 
749 2,4-Hexadiyne-l,6~d~ol 
751 2,7-Dimethyl-3,5-ootadiyne-2,7-diol 
790 Crotonaldehyde oyanohydrin 



















N,N-Pentamethylene te~t-octyl sulfinamide 
Pyridine N-oxide 
Quin~line N-oxide dihydrate 
4-Methoxypyridine N-oxide 
N,N-Di-B,-batyl methyl sulfinamide 
N,N-Diisopropyl ~-octyl sulfinamide 














Ethoxyethyl n-oetyl sulfoxide 
,,6>_,8 1 -Dicyanoethyl thioether 
3-Hydroxybutyl o<-ohloroacetate 
N,N-Di ,!!-butyl phenyl sulfinamide 
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